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Pacific Crest Trail Data Book by Benedict Go is United States. The essential, cut-to-the-chase handbook to the Pacific Crest Trail, based on the comprehensive Wilderness Press guidebooks to the PCT, has been completely updated. Packed with trail-tested features, it's useful both on and off the trail, covering pre-trip planning for resupply stops, how to set daily on-the-trail mileage goals by knowing trail gradient and the locations of campsites, water sources, and facilities, and how to easily calculate distances between any two points on the trail, and how to planning both north-bound and south-bound hiking trips.
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Frommer's Maui Day by Day

By: Jeanette Foster

Frommer's Maui Day-by-Day Guide is the complete up-to-date reference for visitors who want to maximize their stay in the smartest, most time-efficient way. This invaluable guide offers reviews on a wide array of sightseeing, lodging, shopping, dining and entertainment options in all price ranges, and also includes thematic and walking tours of the city's best-loved neighborhoods with Frommer's trademark candid and accessible expertise.

Anchorage and Southcentral Alaska: Second Edition

By: Deb Vanasse

The allure of its soaring mountains, pristine glaciers, and spectacular wildlife has been drawing visitors and new residents to Alaska for years. And what better place to begin than its largest city, which abounds in both natural and cultural splendors? From salmon fishing and dogsledding to cruising glaciers and flight-seeing in the bush, this authoritative guide shows you how to take full advantage of the many wonders of a city and a region where pretenses dissolve, and people are drawn together by their love of the outdoors and the spectacular beauty of the place.

Das Leben war ein Pfeifen. Kubanische Fluchten

By: Michael Saur & Thomas Schuler

Eine Insel im Meer des Kapitalismus, die darauf wartet, dass die Zukunft beginnt, sich die Wartezeit aber durchaus lustvoll zu vertreiben weiß, das ist das Kuba, dem Michael Saur und Thomas Schuler auf ihrer Reise begegnen. Wo Touristen Salsa lernen, vor allem aber Liebe suchen und meist die

Frommer's Shortcut Hawaii Big Island

By: Jeanne Cooper & Shannon Wianecki
An essential stop for any visitor to Hawaii, the "Big Island" of Hawaii features the unforgettable active volcanoes of Volcanoes National Park (a World Heritage site), ranches tended by Hawaiian cowboys, beachfront hotels of every size, historic local towns, superb shopping, and more. And this pocket-sized Shortcut Guide covers the best of them. It gets immediately to the point, and confines itself to the vital facts about lodging, dining, sightseeing, sea-bathing, golfing, and shopping, supplying the exact amount of detail that many readers regard as sufficient. The price of each book is refreshingly low, the usefulness excitingly high.

The Ascent of Denali (Mount McKinley)

By: Hudson Stuck
Though born and raised in England, explorer HUDSON STUCK (1865-1920) epitomized the adventurous New World spirit of the American West at its closing. Drawn by the wide-open spaces, Stuck, an Episcopal priest and champion of a rugged brand of "muscular Christianity," volunteered in 1904 to serve as the archdeacon of the Yukon; his spiritual domain encompassed 250,000 square miles of interior Alaska. Here, he achieved international fame by leading the first successful expedition, in 1913, to scale the highest peak in North America: Mount McKinley, though Stuck, long a defender of native culture, insisted on calling it by its Indian name, Denali. In this 1914 book, Stuck regales us with his dramatic account of the journey, from the dangers posed by sudden storms to the beauty of the glaciers, from the unexpected setbacks-like the fire that swept through their gear-to the "infinite attractiveness" of the challenge. Armchair travelers and lovers of extreme sports alike will thrill to this exciting tale.

The Good Rain

By: Timothy Egan
A fantastic book! Timothy Egan describes his journeys in the Pacific Northwest through visits to salmon fisheries, redwood forests and the manicured English gardens of Vancouver. Here is a blend of history, anthropology and politics. From the Trade Paperback edition.

Moon Napa & Sonoma

By: Elizabeth Linhart Veneman
Make Your Escape with Moon Travel Guides! Incomparable wines, award-winning cuisine, rolling hills, and historic towns: discover the heart of California wine country with Moon Napa & Sonoma. Strategic itineraries, from a romantic weekend getaway to a week exploring the whole region In-depth coverage of Napa Valley and Southern and Northern Sonoma, with a bonus chapter on San
Francisco Full-color, vibrant photos and detailed maps throughout The best winery tours to fit your taste and timeline, and a guide to classic California wines and where to find them Must-see attractions and off-beat ideas for making the most of your trip: Sample Cabs, Pinots, and Chardonnays on the Napa Valley Wine Train, or exclusive varietals at a unique family-owned vineyard. Explore the forests and farms of the lush Russian River Valley, the historic charms of downtown Sonoma, or the hip revitalization of Guerneville. Soak in hot springs at a luxurious spa, or spend a day rafting, hiking, or even hot-air ballooning. Indulge in fresh produce at a farmers market, splurge on Michelin-starred restaurants, and enjoy a night of dancing at a trendy jazz bar Honest advice from Bay Area native Elizabeth Linhart Veneman on when to go and where to stay, from upscale resorts and "glamping" yurts, to budget motels and family-friendly campgrounds
Recommendations for visitors with disabilities, traveling with kids, and exploring wine country on a budget Tips for getting around safely by car or public transportation Thorough background on the culture, environment, wildlife, and history, plus a glossary of common wine terminology With Moon's local insight, diverse activities, and expert tips on experiencing the best of Napa and Sonoma, you can plan your trip your way! Exploring more of the Golden State? Try Moon California. Hitting the road? Try Moon Pacific Coast Highway Road Trip.

USA, La Côte Ouest

By : Jean Hamon

Death Valley National Park

By : Jay J. Sperling
A well balanced one-stop guide to Death Valley National Park in California. This book is the perfect companion for planning and seeing the park. All major features, hikes and other landmarks are described in detail as the book guides you through the park. Activities, wildlife, plants and geology are discussed and explained. High peaks surround the lowest valley in the USA. Death Valley National Park in southeastern California is a geologic wonderland and a place of extremes - the hottest place on earth. This family-friendly guide is perfect for those who want to explore the beauty of this park on a short vacation. We've kept it short but well-researched, so you neither get lost in the book nor in the park. And we've packed it full of color photos, so you can start the vacation in your head before you even get there. It’s your one-stop guide for everything you need to know to plan your visit, including: • How to get the most out of your visit • “Don’t miss spots” in the park • Fun activities in the park • Wildlife and Vegetation • Background information • 108 full-color photographs This is the third volume in a new book series guiding you to and through great "don’t miss spots" of our beautiful nation. Each book presents one destination for travelers to enjoy as part of a round-trip or by itself. The books are focused on the beauty and uniqueness of the national parks.

Where to Eat Guide - Portland, Oregon Summer 2014

By : Where to Eat Gudie & Associates
The Where to Eat Guide is the premier local and tourism dining guide for Seattle, Portland, Bend, and Napa Valley. It features top restaurants including James Beard awarded chefs, local stars and the best places to dine out.
Pacific Crest delivers solutions for a wide range of market applications, including: Precise Positioning - For applications that utilize radio links to communicate RTK corrections. Remote Sensing - For environmental monitoring, pipeline transmission and water management. Find a Solution That's Right for You. Survey & Site Equipment. Guide to Wireless Data Links We wrote the book.
Itineraries > North America itineraries > Pacific Crest Trail. Pacific Crest Trail. Contents. 1 Understand. 1.1 History. 1.2 Thru hiking. 2 Prepare. 3 Buy. 4 Get in. 5 Hike. 5.1 California. 5.2 Oregon. 5.3 Washington. 5.4 British Columbia, Canada. 6 Stay safe. 7 Go next. The Pacific Crest Trail (PCT) travels 2,650 mi (4,260 km) along the west coast of the United States, from Mexico to Canada. It passes through California, Oregon, and Washington State. The PCT is one of the original National Scenic Pacific Crest Trail Complete Data Book : An Exhaustive


listado.mercadolibre.com.mx. We wanted to catalog all of the Pacific Crest Trail books ever written because they’re worth it. They represent immense passion and dedication toward this inspiring trail. Whether it’s a guidebook, or the story of someone’s life changing experience, each story, including your own, is worth telling. Find your next PCT book and let your mind wander to the mountains of the West. Learn more about what’s inside our book. This page is a constant work in progress, forgive us if a detail is out of place or there is some other error or omission. Have an edit?
But later I returned and bought the book. The Pacific Crest Trail wasn’t a world to me then. It was an idea, vague and outlandish, full of promise and mystery. Something bloomed inside me as I traced its jagged line with my finger on a map. My solo three-month hike on the Pacific Crest Trail had many beginnings. There was the first, flip decision to do it, followed by the second, more serious decision to actually do it, and then the long third beginning, composed of weeks of shopping and packing and preparing to do it.